
Scribble and doodle your travel experience … 
Creative Writing Workshop: outline of methodology 
 
1. 
Prompt questions to activate prior experience: 

 How is the way we experience/ sense/ observe/ record an experience when 
traveling, different to how do so we at home/in our daily lives? 

 How can we explore the creative possibilities of an ordinary/ daily journey we make, 
if we view it from a different perspective? 

 What, if anything, would we like to do with this different perspective?  
 
Offer/elicit personal examples e.g. Lilian & crushed oranges/ animals/ sun/ as felt by a 
stranger to Cyprus … 
 
5-10 minutes 
 
2. 
Now think of a journey you make everyday- e.g. between home and  work/school, or 
home and the shop/ music class etc etc…a regular everyday journey… it doesn’t need to 
be exciting or special, just day to day…. 
 
Close your eyes and walk yourself through that journey: make a note of what you 
experience through your 5 senses. what colours/ shapes do you see? What smells? Any 
taste in your mouth? --dust in the air? Your toothpaste/ tea in your mouth etc? How does 
the breeze/ temperature/ moisture etc feel on your skin? What can you hear? People cars 
birds radio etc? 
Keep it precise! How would you doodle or describe in a word or phrase each of those 
sensory experience? 
Finally, note thoughts/ feelings prompted on a regular day by this journey e.g. awake/ 
alert/ sleepy/ anxious to get to work on time/ not to run someone over on their bike etc … 
 
10 minutes 

 
3. 
Now briefly share some experiences with the whole group/ in pairs/ small groups. If time, 
hear from all, if not, select 2-3 journeys from those who volunteer, or hear from each 
other in groups of 3-4 each. Do this only for the sake of hearing another’s sensory 
experiences and journeys. This will help with trigging perspective in the next phase. 
 
5 minutes 
 
4. 
Now imagine yourself in the position of somebody making that same journey for the first 
time. Or one of the people you heard from this morning. Or someone else along that 
journey. Can you detach yourself from your preconceptions/ expectations? Become a 
stranger to your daily experience? Try … 



 
Alternatively, throw in the possibility of being another creature who’s very tiny or tall, or 
one that flies or crawls to make this same journey. Consider the experience from their 
perspective. (Remember giant Gulliver :) 
 
Is there anything new that you see hear smell touch taste think feel? 
Scribble/ doodle it, using a different page/ colour pencil. 
 
5 minutes 
 
5. 
Share examples within the group on what has changed:  each person name one new 
observation. 
 
Plenary: discuss- How does it make you reflect on how we see/ observe/ live life as 
travelers or not? For every experience you have, there may be someone or something 
else experiencing it from a totally different perspective. Can you imagine that? Is there 
anything you’d like to do with that other perspective? Perhaps pretend to be that other 
person for some more of the day today. Or role play and be a different character or 
creature for each day of the week for the coming days, and take a few minutes once you 
reach your destination to scribble and doodle changes and observations. 
 
Then what? Write a poem? A story? Paint it sing it? Just create from it?  Or just be…. 
 
Consider Kurt Vonnegut quotes… 
 
1. ‘Peculiar travel suggestions are like dance lessons from God’ 

 
2.’The arts are not a way to make a living. They are a very human way of making life more 
bearable. Practicing an art, no matter how well or badly, is a way to make your soul grow, 
for heaven’s sake. Sing in the shower. Dance to the radio. Tell stories. Write a poem to a 
friend, even a lousy poem. Do it as well as you possibly can. You will get an enormous 
reward. You will have created something.’ 
 
10 minutes 
 
6. 
For reflection, throw in Phedias’ questions about why we want record/ capture the 
moment anyway? Can we really ‘capture’ the moment? What can that mean anyway? Do 
we ruin it by trying to capture it? Or do we create a new entity by doing so like a 
narrative/ the story of the moment/ journey/ the public account in the attempt to capture 
it? Perhaps we embellish and it becomes something else entirely…Fine…Just 
observe/discuss… 
 


